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Q1 
Would you be interested in attending an inaugural WIMIN 
event this year? 

Q2 
If yes, what location would suit best? 
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Q3 
Preferences for speakers at the event 

Suggestions for speakers:


• Any of above (answered by eight respondents) 
• Margaret McCartney - heard her speak at an Irish event before and she was brilliant. 
• Noirin Russell 
• I was at a women in business event where Terry Prone spoke. She was fantastic. Equally any 

women in medicine would be good to hear. I heard Marie Cassidy speaking on radio today and 
she seemed very interesting too. 

• As well as prominent Irish women in public service 
• Prominent Irishwomen here and abroad - both medical and non 
• I would like to see a mix of women, both in medicine and In leadership roles in other 

professions/industries, who are inspiring and good speakers. 
• All of the above. It would be good for a broad representation of different specialities to be 

included eg GP and not for it to be entirely hospital medicine based. Also, the majority of 
Irish female doctors are not "prominent irish medical women" , we are female doctors 
doing our bit, trying to keep the show on the road for patients so it would be good if this 
event was aimed at this cohort of women in an informal, non-stuffy environment. 

• Siobhan Patten works in HSE training and development and is very good advocate for 
female professional development. She also might be willing to run a workshop to help the 
group work out what it wants to do. Sometimes the current 'prominent women' are always 
representative of the majority of women so it would be good not to have all prominent 
women. It would be good to have more normal women speaking about their experiences if 
there were willing volunteers. 

• Prof. Mary Horgan 
• Mary McAleese, Mary Robinson, Prof Marie Cassidy 
• Prof Mary Horgan first female president of RCPI and rhona Mahony 
• I would say all of the above! Prof Horgan is very impressive…a female role model of 

awesome proportion 
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• Helen Stokes Lampard 
• Karen Redmond - Transplant surgeon mater. Sharon Sheehan - Master of Holles Street, 

Rhona Mahoney - Master Holles street... 
• Rhona Mahony , Mary Horgan, Mary Favier? 
• Ciara Kelly Deirdre Lundy Rhona Mahony Possibly one of First female Doctors in Ireland 
• Speaker addressing work life balance for female medical professionals. 
• Mixture of prominent women in media, other professions and medicine. Need to get some 

female politicians inside too to make them understand crises in health better and increase 
access to one another. Women are powerful and can make changes but they need to have 
their eyes opened by other professionals and can do that through real meaningful 
interaction and getting to know each other well. We must make things better in Ireland for 
patients , for female docs and for all docs! We need to make the men in power listen and 
become powerful our selves 

• Mary Horgan, Roisin Costello GP Cloughjordan, Stephanie di Giorgio GP Kent,Uk.. 
Women’s health and mental health 

• Start with medical women then expand from there 
• I don’t think speakers need to be “prominent”, 
• I think the focus should be on Irish women who have excelled in traditionally male arenas - 

not just medicine but also law, architecture, engineering etc. 
• Joanne Hession - Entrepreneurs Academy - highly regarded entrepreneurial speaker with a 

strong focus on women in business. I feel a combination of Irish medical and non medical 
women speakers would be ideal but women in other industries essential to bring a boost of 
positivity and inject some entrepreneurial spirit. 

• I would be equally interested in hearing women both in the medical profession and also 
other professions. Any prominent female figure who is a good mentor or inspiration to 
other females would be ideal. A friend of mine works in Beaumont and she mentioned that 
one of her consultant colleagues was a great mentor for her and gave good advice . I will 
try and get her name. Apologies for my vagueness! 

• I think it would be good to start at grassroots for the inaugural one and start with our own 
fabulous female Irish med heads :). 

• I would most like to hear from medical women, it has such a specific set of challenges and 
there are so many wonderful women! 



Q4 
How much would you be willing to pay to attend such an 
event? 

Q5 
WIMIN aims to be a resource for the personal and 
professional development of women in medicine in Ireland, 
similar to the Medical Women's Federation in the UK. Would 
you be willing to pay a membership fee to join? 
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• Very small amount at first - if helpful I would pay more later. Perhaps first year joining 
should be low rate 

• I think initially there shouldn't be joining fees, in order to encourage participation, but they 
could be introduced at later stage when the organisation if up and running, and potential 
members can see its effectiveness 

• I guess keeping it minimal would be helpful. 
• only work part time so perhaps option for PT worker 
• Ideally the fee would not be prohibitive in order to attract a larger membership 
• depends on what is on offer. AUDGPI (association of uni departments of GP in Ireland) only 

started charging membership (about 50€) last year after many years of free membership. 
On another tangent altogether, the Irish farmers journal have started a v successful women 
in farming event in last few years- sells out every year, but doesn't run as a membership 
organisation (other than special rates for subscribers to farmers journal I think) - could be 
useful template for Irish setting? 

• It would be good to have a pro rata scale for doctors who don't work full-time also 
• Reasonable. Most of us already pay fees to organisations like RCSI, etc. with no 

perceptible benefit 
• It will depend on what the association does and can offer. Probably initially the fee should 

be low until the mandate is clearer. 
• Not too dear please! There are so many fixed annual expenses to be a doctor already! 
• I would say 50 is the most I would pay as more than this - at least initially with no track 

record yet - is prohibitive when everyone is haemorrhaging cash on IMO mps CPD etc etc 
• But should be a VERY modest fee considering all the other professional charges we have 
• A reasonable fee 
• Keep low 
• Would be helpful to have sliding scale based on sessions worked 
• Keep membership fees to minimum possible. 
• Free for med students 
• Reduced rates for those on maternity leave and part-time work 
• Reduced membership for those less than full time or on maternity leave 
• I am over 65 so would hope for a low fee. Being a GP locum, money is erratic. 
• As a trainee with endless other fees to pay, less then €80 
• Allow monthly payments. 
• Nominal fee 
• Student discounts would be much appreciated 
• Shouldn’t be more than €150 at highest level. Understand need for reduced fees for 

students etc however self-employed consultants in their first few years, particularly if have 
to take mat leave which is unpaid, could find higher fees prohibitive. 

• I feel it would be a barrier to some if was too much ... As have icgp/pcs etc. I myself have 
no prob paying a membership 

• Sliding scale would be a great way of maximising accessibility! 
• Depends on the benefits of membership. Also paying MPS, NAGP, ICGP, Medical council 

etc etc 



Q6 
GPs will be familiar with the National GP Forum App, which is 
a secure private forum that allows conversation between GPs 
on a number of topics. Would you be interested in a similar 
online forum for WIMIN? 

Q7 
Please give any further suggestions or comments regarding 
your aspirations for this network. 
As a young female GP, I am very concerned about the widespread practice of employing a female 
GP at rock-bottom salary, with no prospect of partnership or a share of the profits just because 
they choose to work part-time, I do not believe that if a female works half-time that they should 
expect 25% of the salary of a full time GP. I am very concerned about the rise of Centric who are 
buying up practices and employing young GPs starting out cheaply. I would like to see young 
female GPs coming together and cooperating and forming practices where they earn whatever 
value they bring to the practice. 

I think an online forum would be very useful. 

It's an excellent idea 

WIMIN is a great idea, well done & I look forward to meeting with you all at the inaugural event! 

Would hope that it could provide support and mentoring for young women who are struggling with 
the demands of home and work life. Help women to see that their struggles are real and need to 
be voiced no matter that they are just particular to women. 

It would be great to see it be a force to engage female GPs more in shaping the future of our 
profession and taking ownership of the business side (literally and figuratively!) 
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A resource to discuss women in business, wage negotiations as well as practice management. 
Juggling family life. And clinical stuff of course 

Somewhere, be it online or at meetings/conferences, for Irish women in medicine to connect and 
support each other and collectively address issues that are affecting us. 

It would be great for WIMIN to take on advocacy for female drs and help women in roles 
previously taken up by me e.g. liaising with colleges for part time training 

I am looking forward to seeing the development of this network and taking part in any events/
forums that may arise from it. 

I think the potential for WIMIN is huge and I think it could cover numerous bases - professional 
development, mentorship, camaraderie. I hope it doesn't follow a medical snobby hierarchical 
route. Well done for having the vision and will to set this up. 

I'm interested to hear other women's stories about trying to achieve life balance in medicine, 
particularly with respect to having children and managing a balanced family life. I'd like to hear 
stories of how hospital specialities accommodated them /not and how we might try to improve our 
lot in general. 

to advocate for women's rights and needs in medicine and for highlighting the systematic issues 
throughout the system (from training on) that impact negatively on women. I am working abroad at 
the minute so won't be an active member for now. But i think it is a great idea and needed and 
hope to be an active member when I hopefully return to Ireland. 

I'm particularly interested in balancing a medical career with having children. I've a toddler and a 
baby, and life is busy! 

formation of formal mentorship/buddy programme that people could volunteer to take part in 

I think that it could be useful as a social and support network. It may be helpful to doctors early in 
their career. 

Having been a member of a similar group of female medical professionals that I found very useful, 
the forum would be useful to include personal as well as medical queries eg childcare while on call 
(eg hiring a nanny), burnout, research requirements, interview techniques, tax etc etc 

Mary Wilson would be a good speaker 

Empower your female medics. 

Non medical talks would be great too advice on work life balance, pensions finance, healthy eating 
etc 

I just think no it’s high time that we advocate for ourselves. I never felt I was going to be any 
different to a male GP until I realised I bring different skills- personal and clinical, then had a very 



difficult pregnancy with profound work related stress, childcare issues (getting out on time, finding 
care for Christmas periods). I think we need to speak up more. Sorry am not at all good at getting 
my points across. 

Feel female medics especially those with children ( ok I said it) are under immense and unique 
pressure. Sharing this with like minded woman would be great. 

I hope this network will be a support to young women in medicine in particular. 

Should be inclusive of all specialties. Collegiate yet professional - not anti any other groups, 
specifically males in medicine. 

To act as a platform for discussion on research potential and generation around optimising 
women's roles in medicine and in the academic medical arena. Also to act as a policy advocate for 
Professional Bodies and Government around gender optimisation and discrimination issues in 
Ireland (CEDAW). Collaboration with other similar groups and with UN Women group and Athena 
Swan Europe... 

Involving female medical students, establishing mentor system? 

Well done for setting up. Hope it takes off and grows 

A mentoring system might be useful. If any young graduates feel they would like advice from 
women in their field of interest. 

Supportive 

Supporting each other & women being more vocal & honest about the challenges facing women in 
particular working mothers in the field of medicine and other working fields. 

Would hope that it would prove to be a uniting force for female medics of all disciplines. Provide 
support for all that we face as medics and females with humour and experience shared. 

We had an event in o and g which was v successful . It discussed leadership , glass ceiling in 
academia among other things. Many of us were unaware of the unconscious bias that exists even 
in areas where women are well represented. I would love to see cross speciality links where 
women can share and motivate each other. Idea for speaker - Debbie MacNamara . I’d say she’s 
had to endure plenty of mansplaining 

Good idea. I partially completed the survey, mentioning 2local speakers and accidentally pressed 
the complete button, so I’ve replied 1 1/2 times! Thank you Sarah 

I want women docs to be listened to and noticed and consulted in Ireland. This is a great way to 
join forces and stand up and be counted professionally and socially! 

I think it’s a great initiative, well done 

A bit of craic 



Speakers providing advice on financial planning, and similar topics would be beneficial. 

Would suggest informal aspect also - workshops, “Meet the...”, social aspect. Perhaps speaker/
workshop re countering unhelpful behaviours and comments etc. How to deal with other female 
staff who bristle at accepting female authority but accept male authority unquestioningly (not so 
much of a personal issue but have seen in action). Challenges of lopsided workplaces (nearly all 
men, all/nearly all women). 

Network to help with locums , mentoring and career advice 

Badly needed for sharing career information and advice on coping with families/ illness etc. 

Well done on your efforts to set up WIMIN. I think it is very timely and feel that there are many 
women in medicine with an energy and desire to get behind the push to try to improve our system. 
WIMIN could provide a platform for discussion and action. I think a support network that includes 
women at all stages in their career and/or business will be very welcome. I wish you the best if 
luck in getting started. 

Well done Sarah, this is a great initiative that you have taken on 

Would like to see mentoring network- eg I think I could help surgical trainees 

Looking forward to meeting with and learning from inspirational women in the field! 

Practice management advice for women in GP. Advice on legal requirements GMS contracts, 
maternity leave, how to bridge the family/work divide. How to diversify to have time for self and 
family without taking hit in pay. 

If conference alone then 50 but might be nice to incorporate a social event and get media/ 
fashion/ lifestyle involved akin to Image magazine women’s events in marker hotel etc! Sometimes 
u need a bit of pomp and posh to make it a treat as well as an educational networking event! Price 
would depend on what’s on offer. Norah Casey might be a good contact to involve in that respect. 
Our own Ciara Kelly too 


